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ADMISSION COMMITTEE

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM

CONTACT DETAILS 

* Last name, first name:

* Address:

* Mobile: * E-mail:

* VAT/CBE No., employer or the school in which you are teaching:

* Date of birth:

*

*

Status:

Other (specify):

PROFESSION

* Translator

* Interpreter

* Technique

* *

* *

* *

* Other (specify):

conference

court

community 

sign language

simultaneous (booth) 

consecutive - 

liaison/whispering

* Place of birth:
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SWEARING

* Sworn as       translator /       interpreter at the following courts:

for the following languages:

Note: attach proof of administration of oath

LANGUAGES

* Main target language (not more than one target language):

* Secondary target languages:

* Source languages:

QUALIFICATIONS

* Master’s in translating or interpreting (university, year, degree):

* Other university diplomas (title, university, year):

* Year activities commenced:

* Professional associations of which you are a member:

MISCELLANEOUS

* I would like to become

* I would like to receive my mail in

full member - 

associate member

French 

Dutch

I would not like to appear in the BCTI's public directory
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STATUS AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

* - Attach a copy of your identity card.

II would like to become a FULL MEMBER. Attach
- a copy (with sworn translation and equivalence where appropriate) of your Master's in translating /

interpreting, or
- a copy of your accreditation at the EU / NATO / UN, or
- proof of 3 years of activity x 100,000 words / 50 days interpreting, indicating the working

languages, namely
o invoices, purchase orders or statements issued on honour from clients or the accountant
o personal sworn statement, countersigned by two full members of the BCTI
o other (specify):

* I would like to become an ASSOCIATE MEMBER as

Done at: on: 

Signature:

* Tick the right box and complete the field as necessary
* Mandatory field
: Field to be completed as necessary
(1) students in a Master's of translating or interpreting programme who attach proof of registration will get free
membership.

trainee(1) while waiting to fulfil the conditions for becoming a full member, or 

 employed translator/interpreter, or

freelance translator/interpreter, or

retired from translating/interpreting. Previously engaged in TI activities:

The CBTI pursues its policy and provides its services to its members in compliance with the General Data Protection 
Regulation. In order to be able to provide the services to which you as a member have a right, we require certain 
personal data on your part. Without this personal information, it is possible that we are not in a position to respect 
certain obligations. We keep this personal data as long as is necessary to fulfil our legal obligations and the services we 
provide you with.  

If you temporarily cancel your membership, we can keep your personal data longer than is legally necessary to 
facilitate new membership in the future. This however will only be possible with your explicit consent.
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